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Press Release 17 November 2014 

Attention Arts and Features Editors For immediate release 

 

Mur Nomade presents 

‘Metamorphosis’, a solo exhibition by Sanae Takahata 

Complemented by the curatorial project ‘Medieval Garden’ 

 

 
 

Artist 

 

Sanae Takahata 

 

Exhibitions 

 

Metamorphosis: main exhibition at Mur Nomade 

Unit 1606, Hing Wai Centre, 7 Tin Wan Praya Road, Aberdeen, Hong Kong 

Dates: 29 November 2014 - 7 February 2015 

Opening hours: Tuesday - Saturday: 12pm - 6pm (closed on public holidays) 

  

Medieval Garden: curatorial project at A.M Space 

1C, 1/F Kingearn Building, 24-26 Aberdeen Street, Central, Hong Kong 

Dates: 04 - 07 December 2014 

Opening hours: Daily 10am - 8pm (closes at 5pm on Sunday) 

 

Related Events 

 

 

The Opening Party of ‘Metamorphosis’ at Mur Nomade on Saturday, 

29 November, 4pm - 6pm, will be one of the events of the Hong Kong 

Art Gallery Week ‘Chai Wan & South Side Art Day’. 

The Artist will introduce her work during the ‘Medieval Garden’ 

Reception at A.M. Space, in Central, on Friday, 5 December, 6pm - 8pm. 
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Mur Nomade, a curatorial office and gallery in Hong Kong, presents the solo exhibition 

‘Metamorphosis’ by Japanese female artist Sanae Takahata featuring a large installation of dress-

shaped painted sculptures accompanied by paintings. The main exhibition ‘Metamorphosis’ at 

Mur Nomade, in the South Island Cultural District, is complemented by a four-day-only 

curatorial project entitled ‘Medieval Garden’ at A.M. Space, in Central district. 

Metamorphosis 

Sanae Takahata’s latest series renders into shapes and images her deeply personal and powerful 

experience of the illness and loss of a close friend. About the dress-shaped sculptures of the 

Metamorphosis series, Takahata says: ‘Inside them are the time she lived through and the life of 

hers I saw.’ 

Through fluid shapes, vibrant colors and elaborate patterns, the artworks deal with the journeys 

and flows between the material and spiritual realms, and between figuration and abstraction. 

Great attention was paid to the display and sequence of the artworks to respect the artist’s wish 

to follow her friend’s life journey. The installation and lighting aims at surrounding visitors with a 

feeling of freshness and lightness, as if an ocean breeze was circulating within the bright space. 

More generally, Sanae Takahata’s artistic practice reflects her vision of nature, matters and 

people as ever-changing. Yet she thinks ‘painting is like a wish and an act of weaving the eternal 

time into the canvas.’ Takahata often likens her sculptures to cast-off skins. Beyond the intimacy 

of the artworks and their subject, the Metamorphosis exhibition invites visitors to reflect upon 

the many possibilities and opportunities to evolve and reinvent one self. 

The Metamorphosis series was presented in a solo exhibition part of the program of the 

Yokohama Triennale 2014, and will be showcased for the first time outside Japan. 

Medieval Garden 

This curatorial project was conceived as a miniature work: it is intentionally short in time, small 

in scale and intimate. For four days only, after ringing a bell and climbing up to the first floor 

through a narrow staircase, visitors will enter a cosy and dimly lit space with a balcony 

overlooking the heritage site of PMQ, and discover a site-specific installation of more than a 

hundred mixed-media objects. 

The artworks incorporate detailed decorative elements of medieval architectures or miniature 

images referencing female portraiture from the Renaissance. Sanae Takahata’s mixed-media 

objects are delicate jewels and indeed the artist calls them ‘wearable art’ as they can be either 
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installed on walls or worn as brooches or pendants. Contrasting with the fresh and breezy mood 

of the Metamorphosis exhibition at Mur Nomade, the display of Medieval Garden at A.M Space 

evokes the warm, precious and intimate atmosphere of a boudoir. 

Introduction by Kiyoko Sawatari 

‘The artist Sanae Takahata has been going through metamorphoses since the days of living in 

Paris at the age of 18. Not only does she change through the time course but she travels back 

and forth between dual worlds of past and present, dreams and reality, and this life and afterlife. 

For her dress-shaped series titled WEAR ME, which she has been working on since 2001, the 

material that covers the surfaces has been changed from beads to tableau, and the series has 

become the protean canvas to portray subjects like her state of mind and body, symbolic 

flowers and space that evokes ocean floors and vast universe. 

Along with the dress-shaped series, she has been showcasing wearable objects in recent years. 

They conjure up decorative patterns of medieval architectures or female portraiture by Cranach 

from German Renaissance era. 

After being deeply involved in the process of metamorphosis of life from a physical existence to 

a spiritual entity two years ago, she cast the integrated two worlds into shape by surrounding a 

new three-dimensional work with two-dimensional works of landscapes as well as people that 

exist in the border zone between dreams and reality. This is a new Sanae’s World we see for the 

first time in this solo show.’ 

August 2014 

Kiyoko Sawatari, Superior researcher, Yokohama Museum of Art 

 

 

NOTES TO EDITORS 

 

About Sanae Takahata 

Sanae Takahata was born in Gunma province in Japan. Right after graduating from high school, 

she bought a one-way ticket to Paris, where she made her debut at a gallery in 1977. Then she 

moved to the United States and quickly signed a contract with a New York gallery. She returned 

to Japan at the end of the nineteen-eighties and settled in Tokyo. She received a very exclusive 

invitation to present her work at the Honen-in Temple in Kyoto in 2006. 

Her paintings and sculptures have been extensively exhibited in galleries and museums around 

the world. Her artworks illustrate Y.O.U.A.L.L (A.NA.TA.TA.CHI) – Healing from Ego, written by 
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Chizuko Ueno (NHK Book, 1995) and Women and Art, edited Rebecca Jennison and Soko Miki 

(Daisan Shokan, 2009). 

Sanae Takahata is a free spirit and an independent woman. She neither knows borders nor 

belongs to a specific art circle. 

 

About Mur Nomade 

Mur Nomade is a curatorial office and gallery. Our name is the French translation of ‘nomadic 

wall’. We present site-specific projects in selected venues all around Hong Kong, in addition to 

regular exhibitions at our gallery space in Aberdeen. We work closely with local and international 

artists to imagine and conceive exhibitions and programmes such as artist residencies, 

collaborative art projects, travel grants, workshops and outreach initiatives. 

Mur Nomade focuses on projects encouraging cultural exchanges and creative encounters. We 

like bold ideas and we are convinced that cultural exchanges support creativity, stimulate 

emulation and encourage experimentation. 

www.murnomade.com 

 

 

ENQUIRIES 

Tel: +852 2580 5923 

Email: info@murnomade.com 

 

Image: 

Sanae Takahata, Metamorphosis installation view with Lived through the Age of Discovery on the left 

(painting) and Wisteria Maiden on the right (sculpture). Photo Takeshi Fukuhara. 

http://www.murnomade.com/

